
DIVINITY PRODUCTS 



Meru prastha Shree Yantra is one of the most exalted and 

potent yantra. Yantra of Supreme Divine, Goddess in her form 

of 'Shri Lalita Tripura Sundari'. It is the symbolic form of all 

Gods and Goddesses, its bij mantras and sacred colours. 

The advaita (non-duality) of Shiv (the supreme conscious) 

and Shakti (the supreme power) - Shree yantra was possessed by 

Lord Brahma - the God creator and praised by Lord Vishnu-

the God preserver. The Shree Yantra brings about material and 

spiritual wealth. The unexplained power of Shree Yantra 

fulfills all our wishes and changes our life for better. It brings 

much greater affluence, peace and harmony in one's life. The 

Vedas explain Shree Yantra as a scientific, cosmic and 

planetary energy zone.

THE SUPREME DIVINE



Tripura is the ultimate, primordial Shakti, the light of manifestation. 
She, the pile of letters of the alphabet, gave birth to the three worlds. 

At dissolution, She is the abode of all tattvas, still remaining 
herself - Vamakeshvaratantra

The tantrik tradition views its symbols as having a gross aspect, a subtle 
aspect, and a supreme aspect. In terms of Lalita, the gross form is the 

image of the Goddess with her four arms and so forth, the subtle 
form is as yantra, and the supreme form is her mantra, all three 

being the Goddess in different aspects. 
Lalita means she who plays. All creation, manifestation and 
dissolution are considered to be a play of Devi or the Goddess. 
Mahatripurasundari is her name as transcendent beauty of 

the three cities, a description of the Goddess as conqueror 
of the three cities of the demons.

 The different parts or petals and lines of the yantra are usually 
arranged in concentric circles (mandalas) and contain rays 

or sub-limbs of Devi. The Shree Yantra has nine of these mandals, 
each filled with various aspects of the Devi. 

In Shree Yantra there are 111 aspects. 
The Shree Yantra is said to be a geometric form of the human body, 

which implies that Goddess as Macrocosm is one with 
human being as Microcosm.

GODDESS LALITA TRIPURSUNDARI



'Shalin' Shree Yantra is the source of supreme energy.  

Energy is another form of element in the shape of 

waves and rays. The magnificent 'Shalin' Shree Yantra is 

highly sensitive and has high magnetic powers. It is a divine 

store house of energy which attracts cosmic ray wave from the 

planets and other universal objects and transform them into 

constructive vibrations. These are then transmitted to the 

surroundings where the Shree Yantra is placed,  

destroying all destructive forces within the vicinity. 

Shree Yantra is credited with supreme hidden powers which 

can be noticed within a short span. 

THE POWER HOUSE OF ENERGY



A man made marvel ' Shalin' Shree Yantra's aura photograph 

depict palpable energy with luminous large radiations of energy 

colours. This is the result of high accuracy and authentic 

consecration of the Yantra. As per parapsychology and many 

forms of spiritual practice, an aura connotes an object of 

particular power or holiness. To understand meaning of each 

colour of aura, please refer our website.

www.shalinshreeyantra.com

AURA AUTHENTICITY 



'Shalin' Shree Yantra is made out of Five Metals including 

gold and silver. The machining is done with high accuracy 

in a state-of-the-art machine room, maintaining all 

vedic rituals desired during the process. 

All the measurements / angles / radii are maintained with 

very fine tolerance of +/- 0.02 mm (20 microns). 

The Angle of pyramid is 51 degree, 51 minutes and 14 seconds, 

providing finer accuracy and thus quicker desired results.

THE PERFECT CONSTRUCTION



Well proved and well designed by nine chakras - four Shiva 

chakras and five chakras of the Goddess Shakti incarnate 

Shree Chakra. The three states of cosmos - 

creation, establishment and destruction are represented by 

the three circles which itself is the symbol of the universe or cosmos. 

Circles are elevated to symbolize Sumeru Mountain 

balancing the whole universe forms Meru Prastha

 - the finest of all forms of Shree Yantra.

THE MOST SACRED GEOMETRY



The Shree Yantra is one of humankind's most ancient symbols. 
For many millennia the Shree Yantra has been used to invoke 
good fortune, wealth, health, and as an aid for meditation. 
Yantras have been used in Vastu for thousands of years in 
order to balance defects on the energetic and karmic plane.

The Shree Yantra's energetic elements very clearly form a unity, 
which is dedicated to the goddess of fortune, Lakshmi. The Shree 

Yantra consists of a combination of nine triangles of different 
angles and sizes which penetrate each other. Five triangles are 
arranged in such a way that their horizontal lines are parallel 
and the other four triangles are arranged in the exact opposite 
direction. The figure that is formed by these triangles contains 
43 small triangles with each one of them manifesting its own 
specific energy. The complex geometry of Shree Yantra  is the 
key to its effect and has interesting mathematical implications 

on one's life. 

THE VASTU PERSPECTIVE



Shree Yantra is constructed on the same principles on which the 

human organism is constructed. Just as the body has nine 

chakras (psychic centres), so a Shree Yantra has nine 

chakras(groups), as follows:

THE CHAKRAS 

1.   Bindu - a center point
2.   Trikon - central triangle which contains the bindu
3.   Astar - a group of eight triangles outside the trikon
4.   Antar Dashar - a group of ten inner triangles
5.   Bahir Dashar - a group of ten outer triangles
6.   Chatur Dashar - a group of fourteen triangles
7.   Ashta Dal - a ring of eight lotus petals
8.   Shodashi Dal - a ring of sixteen lotus petals
9.   Bhupar - the square form with four gates



Shree Yantra is the divine abode of Super Goddess

 'Mahatripur Sundari' or 'Shri Lalita Tripursundari'. 

All the Gods and Goddesses are worshiped in it and all other 

religious adoration are done here. It includes all the conducts, 

all the learning and all the elements. The rightful person of all 

sects, castes and creeds can believe in it as the religious 

practitioners and priests. 

THE UNIVERSAL ACCEPTANCE



'Shalin' Shree Yantras are provided as consecrated and are 

ready to be placed in worship area of home or business 

establishments. Consecration is done by very scholastic 

pundits in a very sacred place with authentic vedic rituals. 

Specified mantras are chanted on yantra which invokes high 

energy level.

THE VEDIC CONSECRATION



Mahendra Ind. Estate, Nr. Maharani Laxmibai School, Tagore Road, 

Rajkot - 360 002, Gujarat, India. web : www.shalinshreeyantra.com  

e-mail: shalinshreeyantra@gmail.com 

Mobile : +91 90990 76020 / 98253 29923

Design Registered 

Size      
490mm x 490mm

Weight  
 41.500 Kg.

SUPREME

Size     
240mm x 240mm

Weight  
05.700 Kg.

STANDARD 

Size      
115mm x 115mm

Weight 
01.325 Kg.

SMALL 

www.shalinshreeyantra.com

for all our up coming new products visit
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